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Introduction
Teachers of first grade are faced with the problem of
teaching a sight vocabulary in reading. Some children learn
more readily than others, no one method proving to be better
than all other methods.
Smith l/ and Maiorano 2/ both reported significant gains
using a quick perception method in a systematic review of
first grade reading. In each of their studies a control and
an experimental group were used with the experimental group
showing greater gains.
This writer felt that a method that proved to be as
successful with review words ought to be used in an experi-
ment with new words. This study is an evaluation of the quick
perception method in the initial teaching of words in grade
one
.
l/ Smith, G.P., ''Development and Evaluation of a Quick Per-
ception Method in Beginning Reading", Unpublished Ed.M.
Thesis, Boston University, 1941
2/ Maiorano, D.I., "An Evaluation of a Quick Perception Method
for Systematic Review on Primer Vocabulary", Unpublished
. Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University, 1945
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£Chapter I
Summary of Previous Research
Visual perception has been studied in many experiments
which are related to this study.
Valentius l/ in his perceptual studies in 1844 concluded
that every letter was separately perceived, although he found
in his experiments that 3-4 letters could be seen simultaneously.
Helmholtz 2/ is credited with the invention of the tachis-
toscope in 1871 which facilitated experiments in perception by
making it possible to regulate exposure time. Payne 3/ disa-
grees with other experimenters and reports that Volkmann 4/ in
1859 first described the tachistoscope
.
l/ Valentius, G., Lehrbuch der Physiologie: Reviewed by Schmidt
W.A., "An Experimental Study in Psychology of Reading", Sup -
plementary Educational Monographs . University of Chicago,
April, 1917
2/ Helmholtz, Ueber die Zeit welch notig 1st damit ein Gesicht
“ sausdruch zum Bewusstsein kommt , 1872: Reviewed by Schmidt,
W.A., Ibid.
3/ Payne, C.S., "Derivation of Tentative Norms for Short Expos-
ure Reading", Harvard Monographs No. 10, Harvard University
Press, 1930, p. 5
4/ Volkmann, A.W., "Das Tachistoskop, ein Instrument, Welches
~~ bei Untersuchung des Momentanen Sehens den Gebrauch des El-
ektrischen Funkens Ersetzt", Berichte uber die Verhandlunge
. • « ^ i n r%X. J
der Koniglich Sachsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu
Leipzig
,
pp. 90-98, 1859^ Reviewed by Payne, C.S.,
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Cattell l/ in 1885 was probably the first to relate per-
ceptual studies to reading. Cattell studied perception believ-
ing it of scientific and practical interest to determine the
time one must look at an object in order to see it taking into
consideration the nature of the object and intensity of the ;
light. He concluded that, "The letters are slightly more dif-
ficult to grasp than the numbers
,
every combination of numbers
making a number that gives 1 sense'. Not as many words as lett-
ers can be grasped at one time, but three times as many letters
when they make words as when they have no connection. Twice
as many words can be grasped when they make a sentence as when
they have no connection". 2/
Cattell 3/ made extensive experiments with the tachistos-
cope. He pasted letters on a revolving drum and determined at
what rate they could be read aloud as they went by a slit in
the screen. He found that the process of seeing and naming
overlapped and that while the subject sees one letter he begins
to see the other, so can read more quickly. Cattell concluded
that we read in word-wholes, phrase -wholes, or sentence -whole s
,
and not by letters.
l/ Cattell, J.M., "The Inertia of the Eye and Brain", Brain
,
Vol. 8, 1885, pp. 295-312, London: William Clowes and Sons,
2/ Ibid., p. 311
3/ Cattell, J.M., "The Time It Takes To See and Name Objects",
Mind XI, January, 1886, pp. 63-65
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Goldscheider and Muller l/ made experiments with geometri-
cal forms, nonsense letters, syllables, words, and phrases.
They found that certain letters and letter groups were "deter-
mining " and others"indifferent" in the process of perceiving.
They concluded the more familiar a sequence of letters is the
greater the tendency to read in word-wholes and the more unfam-
iliar it is the greater the tendency toward perception by let-
ters. In reading by word-wholes certain characteristic letters
figure in the perception of the word.
Erdmann and Dodge 2/ in 1896-1898 conducted some experi-
ments in perception and concluded that it is the total word
form and not characteristic letters or letter groups that fig-
ure more prominently in word perception.
Griffing 3/ in 1896 made studies of perception relating
them to the age and development of the observer, and also at-
tempted to get some data concerning the development of voluntary
attention upon which perception depends. He tested primary,
high school, and college students in groups varying from ten toj
thirty in number. The stimuli were six capital letters arranged
l/ Goldscheider and Muller, "Zur Phys. und Path, des Lesens"
,
in Klin. Med., Bd. XXIII, p. 131: Reviewed by Huey, E.B.,
Psychology of Pedagogy of Reading, Chapters IV and V,
Macmillan,
2/ Erdmann and Dodge, Psychologisehe Untersuchungen uber das
Lesen auf Experimenteller Grundlage, Halle, Ib9b: Reviewed
oy scnmidt ", W . A
. ,
"An Experimental study in the Psychology of
Reading", Supplementary Educational Monographs, University
of Chicago, "April
,
lyiv, p.io
3/ Griffing,H., "On the Development of Visual Perception and
Attention”, Am. Journal of Psych. Vol.7, pp. 227-256, 1895 A96
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in two rows of three each. He concluded that although the let-
ter combinations did not make "sense” they were seen as a unit
and then analyzed. "The number of letters seen doubtless de-
pends upon the degree of attention, but it also depends upon
the readiness with which the attention is fixed, and the time
of perception", l/
Zeitler 2/ in 1900 made an elaborate tachistoscopic study
of word perception and he agrees with Goldscheider and Muller
that determining letters or letter complexes are the real stim-
uli in the perception of words. He differs from them in report-
ing that certain syllable complexes are seen and the rest of
the word is supplied by visual association. Zeitler found that
tall letters were usually determining letters.
Huey 3/ states that "Zeitler* s remark will be remembered,
that the word*s form first gets anchored or established as the
sense is filled into it".
l/ Griffing, Harold, "On the Development of Visual Perception
and Attention", American Journal of Psychology
.
Vol. 7
1895-1896, p.236
2/ Zeitler, J., Tachistoskoplsche Versuche ueber des Lesen :
Reviewed by Tinker, M.A., "Visual Apprehension and Percep-
tion in Reading", Psychological Bulletin
,
Vol. 26, 1929,
pp. 223-236
3/ Huey
,
E.B.
,
Psychology of Pedagogy of Reading p. 116
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Messmer's l/ experiments in word perception in 1903 were
with a larger number of subjects than previous investigators,
and his results closely agree with those of Goldscheider and
Muller, and Zeitler. But he goes farther and classifies his
readers into two groups, the objective and the subjective. In
the former the attention fluctuates little and the scope is
therefore narrow, but in the latter there is a more "elastic
attention" the scope being much wider. Children are usually in
the subjective group since their attention fluctuates and they
tend to perceive by combining word parts.
Messmer regarded letters as having four characteristics,
height, breadth, geometrical form, and color. "When letters are
combined into words, these different characteristics are united
into one word form, the elements in some cases fusing more read
ily than in others Messmer concludes that the tendency to
ward perception by wholes increases in proportion as the word-
forms are characteristic and unitary. "2/
Dearborn 3/ made investigations in word perception at Col-
umbia University, and his conclusions agree with those of Catt-
ell, and of Erdmann and Dodge. He found that the tendency is
l/ Messmer, 0., "Zur Psychologie des Lesens bei Kinder und Erw-
achsenen", Archiv fur die gesamte Psychologie
.
1903: Review-
ed by Schmidt,!.A.
,
"An Experimental Study in the Psychology
of Reading", Supplementary Educational Monographs
,
Universi-
ty of Chicago, April, 1917
2/ Schmidt, W.A., Ibid, p.18
3/ Dearborn, W.P., "Psychology of Reading", Columbia University
Contributions to Phil, and Psych .. Vol. XIV, No. 1, March
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Itoward perception by word wholes and that dominating letters may
serve as clues. u there are no two words which I more of-
ten confuse, and apparently in direct proportion to the times
read than the English words psychological and physiological....
. . .My own observation is that these words are read wrongly re -
peatedly and therefore read as wholes , and even when the contex
makes it clear that a mistake has been made it is only with the
greatest effort that it is possible to analyze them into their
parts and tell 'which is which*, -so strong is the tendency to
read the words as wholes. That the domineering letters as well
as other peculiarities which we note in words, as their lengths
and the relation of letters, are made use of as 'cues' in per-
ception is, I think, not questioned." l/
Gates 2/ has made several studies attempting to discover
the contributions of teaching devices to the establishment of
sharp perception and analysis of word forms. He concludes that
there are two extreme cases, those who depend on context clues
alone and those who depend on them too little because of over-
training in word-form analysis. He said in reference to the
latter group, "It may be advisable for the teacher to encourage
these pupils to consider the thought more fully and to guess
l/ Dearborn, W.F. "Psychology of Reading", Columbia University
Contributions to Philosophy and Psychology , Vol. XIV, No.l,
March, 1906, p.51
7
2/ Gates, A. I., Improvement of Reading , Macmillan Co., 1927
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what the word should be. The teacher may, for example ask the
pupil to read the sentence or exercise quickly while centering
his attention on the thought and while giving only a glance at
the unfamiliar word. Then, she may ask him to look up, relate
the thought, and try to guess what the unfamiliar word may be.
No more than another quick glance at the word should be permit-
ted In this way she can give the pupils a notion of how
they may attempt to use the context in dealing with the next
exercise.” l/
Smith 2/ made a study of the way first grade pupils natur-
ally attack new words and found that the most frequently used
methods were fitting them into context of the sentence, and loo
ing at and accompanying picture. In this study the writer has
used the first method in presenting new words to first grade
pupils
.
Payne 3/ experimented with a short exposure technique us-
ing a portable tachistoscope of the Dearborn-Langfeld type. 400
children in grades 2,3,4, 5 were the subjects. "The responses
made by 400 elementary-school children to short exposures of
words and phrases presented in the tachistoscope indicate that
l/ Gates. A. I., Improvement of Reading, Macmillan Co. 1927,
~ p. 174
2/ Smith, N.B., "Construction of First Grade Reading Material",
Journal of Educational Research , Vol. XVII, February, 1928
3/ Payne, C.S., "Derivation of Tentative Norms for Short Expos-
ure Reading", Harvard Monographs , No. 10, Harvard University
Press, 1930
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it is impossible to determine exactly how much a child sees in
a given fixation. Since the report of what is seen depends upon
so many variable factors, any unqualified statement regarding
’visual span’ or ’perceptual habit’ is necessarily abstruse.'* l/
Smith 2/ in 1938 made tachistoscope studies of word percep-
tion abilities in the second grade on two groups of children.
One group was taught by the phonetic method and the other by
the "word as a unit" approach. "In quick perception of words,
the direct phonic group was markedly superior; the mean differ-
ence being ten times the probable error." 3/
Buswell 4/ conducted a Controlled reading" experiment in
perception using a film projector with adults. A wider pattern
of perception was one of the many gains in reading power.
" effective perception deals with large patterns
rather than small details A word is a perceptual pattern
which can be recognized even before a child learns all the let-
ters." 5/
l/ Payne, C.S.. "Derivation of Tentative Norms for Short Expos-
ure Reading", Harvard Monographs , No. 10, Harvard University
Press, 1930, p. 58
2/ Smith, E.M., "Tachistoscope Studies of Word Perception Abili-
ties in the Second Grade", Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston
University, 1938
3/ Ibid., p. 27
4/ Buswell, G.T., "Remedial Reading at the College and Adult
Level", Supplementary Educational Monographs, No. 50, Univ-
ersity of uhi cago
,
T939
5/ Ibid., p. 61
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"The exploiting of machines and gadgets by persons who do
not understand the psychology of reading seems at present to be
adding greatly to this mechanistic folly apparatus can
never be a substitute for educational theory at certain points.
iL
Herbert 2/ in 1939 studied word perception in the upper
grades, and concluded that, "The ability to recognize words at
the exposure speeds used in the experiment seemed to depend up-
on the subjects’ reading ability and his previous experience
with the word. The correlation between general reading ability
and perception of individual words yielded the coefficient *52"
Smith 3/ in 1941 developed and evaluated quick perception
exercises used in a systematic review of basic vocabulary in
grade one. Although the experimental and the control groups
both made gains, those made by the control group in rate of
reading and in visual perception were not significant. "How-
\
ever, the difference between the gains made by the two groups
was significantly in favor of the experimental group". 4/
1/ Ibid., p.12
2/ Herbert, Dudley, "Word Perception in the Upper Grades",
Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University, 1939
3/ Smith, G.P., "Development and Evaluation of a Quick Percep-
tion Method in Beginning Reading", Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis
Boston University, 1941
4/ Ibid., p. 40
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Maiorano \J_ in 1945 made a study similar to Smith’s, but
used the words in the Scott Foresman primer. She evaluated the
effect of exercises on the size of the vocabulary, the time re-
quired for oral word recognition, and the silent word recogni-
tion. "In general, in all cases at the beginning of the expert
ment the Control group was superior, and at the end the Experi-
mental group was superior. "2/
This study is an evaluation of a similar method, but is
used in the beginning teaching of the words in the Row Peter-
son primer, parallel primer, and first reader. Contextual clues
with the aid of a quick flash device, giving a quick perception!
of the word, are used in the presentation of new sight vocabul-
j
ary to grade one
.
l/ Maiorano, D.I., "An Evaluation of a Quick Perception Method
for Systematic Review on Primer Vocabulary", Unpublished
Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University, 1945
2/ Ibid., p. 35
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Chapter II
Development of Materials
The purpose of this study is to find out whether words
taught by a quick perception method with the aid of meaningful
context clues are remembered better than words taught by a
more conventional method.
The materials necessary for carrying out the experiment
were
:
1. Basic books of Reading Foundation Series l/
Primer - Day In and Day Out
Parallel Primer - The Wishing Well
First Reader - Round About
2. Quick flash device - "homemade" tachistoscope
3. Set of cards to be put into tachistoscope for each book.
4. Context Clues for primer, parallel primer, first reader
5. Review exercises for primer, parallel primer, first reader
6. Set of flash cards for each book
7. Multiple choice tests for all words in primer, parallel
primer, first reader
8. Oral reading test for primer, units I-IV of first reader,
units V-VIII of first reader
The first problem was the choice of words. The Row Pet-
erson basic series was the reading system being used in the
two experimental schools, so the words were selected from
this series. Since it is a comparison of two methods of
l/ The Alice and Jerry Books, Row, Peterson and Co. , 1936
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teaching
,
the words within each unit were equally divided,
one half to be taught by the basic method and the other by
the quick perception method.
All proper names and animal sounds (ex. Quack) were
omitted. To make the number of words for each method equal
within the unit a word which was not a proper name or animal
sound had to be left out in some units. In this case such
words as "leaned" and "biggest" were chosen because the words
"lean" and "big" had been previously taught. Following is a
list of the words chosen to be used in the experiment.
Primer Words
quick perception basic method
Unit I will
of
happy
puddle
toys
ball
then
fiy
rain
walk
for
new
coat
laughed
pleasejumped
into so
but
find
box
dog
was
hole
get
out
came
am
city
who
stopped
girl
that
could
all
say
Unit II they
her
playing
pony
surprise
away
called
now
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basic methodquick perception
Unit III talk animals
wish goat
bird barnyard
rooster eat
just ate
rabbit doll
lived old
nest started
day are
hop duck
night garden
breakfast stay
pig white
open played
hen gate
by very
cow run
we how
again wanted
next his
Unit IV gave must
same word
hug funny
Unit V behind liked
parrot door
snap him
some many
street hello
pet looking
best round
every afraid
call give
help fed
put no
talked there
Unit VI shining organ
gay monkey
danced sun
heard tune
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quick perception basic method
Parallel Primer Words
everything were
hat sea
mouse seagoing
dig well
pond wishing
turtles everyone
eggs sail
fishing work
fish feet
snow someone
bells
First Reader Words
wet
Unit I
boy fisherman
everyone grandmother
far farm
bring took
dear river
soon fish
time right
cried water
thank when
mender catch
near show
picture tomorrow
mend basket
town ribbon
if chose
make carry
as your
earn broken
tree fell
wagon arms
sell take
picked sat
were once
penny flowers
lady someday
any more
cross asked
someone much
them work
count hear"
twenty pears
pennies money
bank truck
bill things
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quick perception basic words
Unit II
Unit III
Unit IV
Unit V
>
from
chairs
tables
jolly
move
milk
everything
picnic
ground
autumn
leaves
hide
top
over
barn
winter
snow
their
sleds
hill
bump
spring
sang
made
twelve
still
or
road
thought
stop
gas
farmer
delighted
first
follow
followed
parade
turkey
wife
care
colder
alone
well
pool
woods
color
swam
moving
bed
early
men
be
twins
birthday
party
alike
five
years
other
until
cake
lovely
ten
candles
fun
world
another
today
six
summer
long
country
grandfather
car
thinking
about
why
apples
upon
ways
happened
painted
geese
fat
himself
poor
baby
wild
warm
coming
back
hissed
sleep
sky
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quick perception basic words
Unit V turtle
frog
sit
know
bullfrog
wisest
never
before
because
hungry
where
nap
sleepy
south
north
us
flew
really
cold
bad
been
egg
tadpole
legs
tail
grew
Unit VI head
branches
grow
knew
off
deer
spots
beautiful
harm
antlers
Unit VII overcoat
ready
always
seat
against
smiled
smile
taking
coasting
front
faster
laughing
turn
lean
bottom
hope
safe
sound
whistled
fast
hand
pocket
pull
together
Sunday
church
bell
bundle
mittens
voice
inside
rolled
after
people
climb
four
Unit VIII face
enough
few
ticket
would
rang
sing
letter
nightingale
has
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Figure I shows a diagram of the front of the tachis-
toscope before the sides have folded back.
Figure II shows the back view of the tachistoscope
with the sides folded back, and the shutter and word card
removed
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Figure I
Diagram of Front View of Tachistoacope
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Figure II
Diagram of Back View of Tachistoscope
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This is all initial teaching so no pre-test was given
as in the Smith l/ and Maiorano 2/ studies in which the gains
made were compared to the gains made in a control group.
The next problem was that of making a quick flash device.
The writer was looking for something practical to be used in
a regular classroom situation, and decided to use a "homemade
1
tachistoscope . A piece of "mounting board" 8-|" x 11 " was used.
The sides were folded back to make a slide for the word card.
An opening was cut in the front 4J" x^7" through which the
child could see the word. An oak tag shutter was inserted
to regulate the exposure time. The back of the tachistoscope
was left open to allow the teacher to read the word typed on
the back of the card indicating the word being exposed. Guide
lines were put on the back to keep the words in line with the
opening on the front of the tachistoscope.
The exposure time was about .25 second, the writer having
practiced with the tachistoscope to make the exposure time
as near the same for each word as possible. This was not con-
sidered too important since it is not a test or review situa-
•
tion, but is used as a method of teaching new vocabulary. If
the children did not get the word it was flashed again, and if
l/ Smith, G.P. "Development and Evaluation of a Quick Per-
ception Method in Beginning Reading", Unpublished Ed.M.
Thesis, Boston University, 1941
2/ Maiorano, D.I. "An Evaluation of a Quick Perception Method
for Systematic Review on Primer Vocabulary", Unpublished
Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University, 1945
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they still had difficulty the shutter was held open and the
word analyzed. After the pupils became accustomed to the new
technique it was very seldom necessary to repeat the exposure
of the words.
The next problem was to prepare the lists of words on
oak tag to be used in the tachistoscope . A set of cards for
each book was made. The writer experimented with various
sizes of print to determine which could be most easily and
conveniently seen by the children. The type used on flash
cards in first grade was eliminated because it required too
large a tachistoscope to be manipulated by the teacher, and
because the teaching was done in small groups.
This experiment was done with the best readers using
the last two units of the primer, as this group would start
the experiment with the parallel primer vocabulary. A card
was used with the words in pica type. The children were not
able to see the words satisfactorily. Next a card was used
with words in primer type. This could only be seen by those
directly in front of the tachistoscope. A small sized print-
ing press was used to make the next card, and proved to be
satisfactory for a group as large as fourteen children to
see at one time. The small letters such as r were high
and the tall letters such as b were high.
The cards were printed on both sides, on the front with
a printing press for the children and typed on the back for
the teacher.
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The most important problem was the building of the mat-
erial with the context clues. A set of three context clues
for each word to be taught by the quick perception method
was built by the writer.
The first clue was an obvious one which was supposed to
bring the desired response with no knowledge of the word form
being necessary. This gives the child a feeling of success
and satisfaction in his first contact with the word.
Example: The baby chicks ran under the wings of the mother hen
The second clue was a partial one requiring a little
knowledge of the word form. Following are examples of the
several types of partial clues used,
classification: cow It is an animal,
rhyme
:
day We all like to play
Outside every day .
description:
sentences
:
opposites
hen It lives on a farm.
by Jack watched all the cars go by .
open It is the opposite of shut.
In building the rhymes Mother Goose rhymes were used
whenever possible to find one containing the desired word, l/
The third clue was a sentence which was supposed to give
no hint and required a knowledge of the word form.
Example: Alice liked to watch the hen .
None of the words were used in sentences similar to
those in the basic text. An attempt was made to make them
very different.
_ „ ^
^
1/ Th'e~Tall Book of Mother Goose , Harper and Brothers, 194^
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The following is a copy of the context clues in unit I
of the primer. A complete copy of the material may be found
in the Appendix.
Unit I a •
will
of
happy
puddle
rain
walk
for
jumped
into
1. The children are planning a party. Alice and
Jerry say they will bring some candy.
2. It is vacation. The children will visit Grand-
mother .
3. We will take the train.
1. Father helped the children get out of the boat.
2. He was one of the best horses.
3. Which of the boxes are full?
1. Alice laughed because she was happy .
2. It is the opposite of sad.
3. Jack is happy .
1. It rained so hard that in front of the steps
there was a deep puddle .
2. Alice and Jerry wade in the puddle .
3. Keep your feet out of the puddle
1. Alice put on her rubbers because it began to rain
2. The farmer's garden needs rain.
3. Oh, see it rain.
1. Donnie lives so near the school he can walk .
2. Jack likes to walk in the woods.
3. Please walk slowly.
1. The new coat was too large for Alice.
2. The red books are for Judy's class.
3. One is for you.
1. The girls jumped rope.
2. Jerry held the stick and Little Puppy jumped
over it.
3. Jerry's puppy jumped .
1. Bobby went to the beach. He went into the water.
2. Little Puppy jumped into the wagon.
3. Gome into this.
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Unit I b
am
city
who
stopped
girl
that
could
all
say
i
1.
2 .
3.
Betty said, "This is my birthday,
years old.
"Oh hello", said Sam,
"What a boy I am".
Here I am.
-2o'
I am six
1. We see many cars and tall buildings in the city .
2. Mother goes shopping in the city .
3. John lives in the city .
1. He is the one who likes to ride horseback.
2. Father is going for a ride. Who wants to go
with him?
3. Who is at the door?
1. The man saw a red light so he stopped his car.
2. The train came to the station and stopped .
3. The band stopped playing.
1. John is a boy and Barbara is a girl .
2. Mary is a good little girl .
3. He gave his apple to a girl .
1. Go in this way, not that way.
2. Ride on the airplane that has silver wings.
3. What is that?
1. Judy worked hard and did all the pages in her
workbook that she could .
2. What pony could Jerry ride?
3. He could ride well.
1. Jack had ten pennies that he did not spend.
He saved them all .
2. When will all of the children have a turn?
3. This is all.
1. Jack was too pleased to talk. Thank you was
all he could say .
2. Alice could say all the letters in the alphabet.
3. What did he say?
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All of the clues of the obvious level (1.) were read to
nine children who were not included in the experiment. If
they did not give the word desired the clue was checked
and rebuilt later.
The context clues are for the purpose of giving meaning
to the new word as well as to give the child a "hint" of the
new word being flashed before him in the tachistoscope
.
"In any event, a reading program based on reading for meaning
will embrace a system of word recognition where context clues
are heavily emphasized", l/
"Meaning, indeed dominates and unitizes the perception of
words and phrases". 2/ " with a certain context con-
sciousness leading the reader to expect a certain kind of
word, etc. The word is to this extent preperceived; there
is a ’set' or ’predisposition' in its direction which may
need but a few supplemental signs to set off the proper per-
ception." 3/
The next problem considered was that of review. Since
the method of review should by consistent with the method
used in presenting the words it was necessary to build a
set of context clues to be used for the quick perception words
l/ Betts ,EA Preventlon and Correction of Reading Difficultie s
Row, Peterson and Co., 1936, p.139
2/ Huey.E.B., Psychology of Pedagogy of Reading, Macmillan,
1908, p .116
3/ Ibid., p .108
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The middle or partial level was used with a different clue
than was given in the initial teaching. A set of review ex-
ercises for each book was made by the writer.
* ?
Testing the words taught by both methods was attempted
in two ways by silent reading and oral reading. It was de-
cided to make the silent reading check a series of multiple
choice tests for each unit to be given as the teaching pro-
gressed serving as a check on immediate recall of the words
taught. These tests were built by the writer and it was
necessary to have a copy duplicated for each child. Primer
type was used in the first few tests, but as so few sentences
would fit on a page the other tests were made using a double
space with the pica type. Copies of all the tests used may
be found in the Appendix.
Three stories were composed by the writer to use as an
oral reading check of the words which had been taught. There
were three stories, one for the primer, the first four units
of the first reader, and the last four units of the first
reader. No story was written for the parallel primer there
being only twenty-two new words in that book used in the
experiment, several of which were repeated in the first read-
er. These stories were for the purpose of testing the de -
layed recall of the vocabulary.
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Chapter III
Plan of Experiment
Population Used in the Experiment
The materials were developed to use quick perception in
beginning teaching of vocabulary. The teaching was done in
the writer’s classroom with fourteen first graders in a priv-
ate school. The material for the first reader was also used
in a first grade in a public school. There were twenty-one
pupils in this group and the regular classroom teacher did
the teaching. The children who were not reading in the first
reader were not included. These children came from approximate-
ly the same type of homes as the children in the private school
group.
Words Included in the Experiment
In the writer’s class the experiment was started in Feb-
ruary, 1945, with three reading groups beginning at the level
at which they were reading. In group I the words taught from
February to June first included all the parallel primer and
first reader words. In group II the words included those of
units III - VI in the primer, all of the parallel primer,
and the first five units of the first reader. In group III
words were taken from the first five units of the primer.
An individual record was kept for each child to allow
for changes in groups, long absences, and in one case the
finishing of a book at home with the mother as the teacher
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during the spring vacation.
An accurate record of each child’s words was kept by
tabulating the multiple choice tests according to units, and
number of words correct and number wrong in each method.
Sample of record:
Pupil ’ s name
Primer
Unit I
Test a
b
c
d
Unit II
Unit III
Test a
b
c
Basic
correct wrong
Quick Perception
correct wrong
The public school group started the experiment with the
first reader words in the latter part of March, 1945. In
group I the words included those of units IV - VIII of the
first reader. In group II the words included all those of
the first reader. In group III the words included those of
units I - V of the first reader. Individual records were
also kept for these children.
Explanation of Two Methods Used
The quick perception method used was a presentation of
the word in a quick flash device with the aid of meaningful
context clues. Children are able to get new words from the
context. "The emphasis on ability to secure information
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through silent reading has resulted in skill in the use of
context clues as a means of interpretation. "_l/
Prom 3 to 7 words were taught in each quick perception
lesson, the number depending on the story to be read and the
ability of the children. The following procedure was followed:
Step I
All words were presented with the first or obvious clue.
The teacher gave the clue and flashed the word at the exact
moment it came in the sentence. The children watched the
opening in the tachistoscope and read the new word as it
appeared recognizing it from the contextual clue given by
the teacher.
Step II
Flash cards containing the new words just presented were
shown one at a time to check words known after the first in-
troduction with the obvious clue.
Step III
All words being taught were presented with the second or
partial clue, but not in the same order as they were given
previously to prevent memorization. The teacher gave the clue
and flashed the word at the correct time as before, the child-
ren watching and reading the word when it appeared.
Step IV
Plash cards were shown again to check words known after
l/Reed, M.D., "Developing Word Mastery Skills',' Education 56,
September, 1935, p.25
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the second presentation. Care was taken to have them in a
different order.
Step V
The same group of words were presented again by quick
perception in the tachistoscope , this time using the third
i clue which gave no help in reading the word. The teacher
gave the clue and the children read as before.
Step VI
Another simple flash drill was given with the flash
i
cards to check the words known after the three levels of clues
were given.
Care was taken in each step to have words in a differ-
ent order and also to present words on flash cards with the
capital letter at the beginning as well as with the small
letter as it was shown in tachistoscope.
in following the six steps described there is sufficient
varied repetition to enable the child to get each new word
fixed in his mind so that he may successfully read the story
in his book. "Perceiving being an act, it is, like all other
things that we do, performed more easily with each repetition
of the act." l/
The number of words taught in a lesson using the basic
method also depended on the story to be read and the ability
)
j
of the children. The procedure for this method was that
l/ Huey, E.B., Psychology of Pedagogy of Reading p.104
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advocated "by the teacher's manual l/ for the Row Peterson
Series supplemented by what the teachers thought should be
done. Reading flash cards, phrase drills, blackboard ex-
ercises, charts, and having word enrichment and word anal-
ysis exercises were some of the procedures followed in the
basic method.
Review exercises were given as the teaching progressed
keeping the method of review consistent with the method used
in presenting each word. A copy of the context clues for
review may be found in the Appendix.
Testing Procedure
Multiple choice tests were given as a check on the
immediate recall of the words taught in each lesson. To
be sure that the children had read these words in the stories
of their reading books the test was given at the end of the
following unit. For example, the unit I tests were given
after unit II had been read.
Because there were so many words in some units the test
covered several pages, all of which were not given at one
time. The results for each method were kept separate In
scoring. The multiple choice tests were group tests of
silent reading.
At the end of the experiment the children read stories
containing the words taught. The teacher listened to each
l/ O'Donnell, Mabel, Guidebook for Teachers - First Year
Row Peterson and Company, 1942
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child read and made a note of the words he did not know.
Later these words were separated according to the methods
by which they had been taught. This test was an oral read-
ing check of the delayed recall of the vocabulary presented
A copy of these stories may be found in the Appendix.
In the writer’s class the stories were read the first
week in June. Group I read both first reader stories;
group II read the primer story and the first reader story
for units I - IV; group III read the primer story. Two
of the three children in the latter group were unable to
finish the story, so no results are tabulated for them.
In the public school class group I read the story for
units V - VIII of the first reader; group II read both
stories for the first reader; group III read the story for
units I - IV of the first reader.
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Chapter IV
Analysis of Data
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the quick
perception method in teaching sight vocabulary to grade
one. The data were analyzed to evaluate the effect of the
quick perception on:
1. Immediate recall of vocabulary taught.
2. Delayed recall of vocabulary taught.
Tables I and II are summaries of the total number of
errors in both forms of recall for classes A & B.
Table I
Summary of Total Errors - Class A
Test
No .
of
cases
Total
no . of
words
Errors
Basic Quick Perception
Immediate 14 3314 251 224
Delayed 11 2610 75 85
This table shows that class A made 224 errors in the
silent reading tests of immediate recall of the words taught
by quick perception compared with 251 errors in similar tests
of words taught by the basic method. They made 85 errors
in the oral reading tests of delayed recall of the words
taught by quick perception compared with 75 errors in similar
tests of words taught by the basic method. There were fewer
errors in delayed recall than in immediate recall on words
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taught by both methods.
Table II
Summary of Total Errors - Glass B
Test
No.
of
cases
Total
no . of
words
Errors
Basic Quick Perception
Immediate 21 2466 89 138
Delayed 21 3810 72 95
This table shows that class B made 138 errors in the
silent reading tests of immediate recall of the words taught
by quick perception compared with 89 errors made in similar
tests of words taught by the basic method. They made 95
errors in the oral reading tests of delayed recall of the
words taught by quick perception compared with 72 errors
made in similar tests of words taught by the basic method.
There were fewer errors in delayed recall than in immediate
recall on words taught by both methods.
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Tables III and IV show the percent of error for the
individual pupils in classes A & B for both methods in
delayed and immediate recall.
Table III
Individual Percent of Error - Class A
Pupil
Delayed Recall Immediate Recall
No.
words Basic
No.
words
Quick
Per
.
No.
words Basic
No.
words
Quick
Per
.
1 122 11.4 122 22.1 133 19.5 133 18.0
2 122 6.6 122 6.6 133 9.0 133 7.5
3 122 12.3 122 12.3 133 13.5 133 16.5
4 122 0 122 0 133 0 133 .8
5 0 absen b 0 i ibsent 110 26.4 110 24.5
6 126 3.9 126 3.9 155 8.4 155 8.4
7 126 1.6 126 8.7 144 5 .
6
144 2.1
8 126 6.3 126 2.4 144 15.3 144 12.5
9 126 11.1 126 8.7 147 29.3 147 21.8
10 126 0 126 0 124 4.0 124 4.0
11 126 0 126 0 144 4.2 144 4.9
12 61 13.1 61 8.2 57 19.3 57 21.1
13 55 50.9 55 49.1
14
— — — —
45 66.7 45 53.3
Mean 6.09 6 . 86 18.79 17.35
This table shows that the percent of error in Class A
in immediate recall of words taught by the basic method ranged
from 0 - 66.7% with a mean of 18.79$. The percent of error
of words taught by quick perception ranged from 0 - 53.3$,
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with a mean of 17.35%.
The percent of error in the delayed recall of words
taught by the basic method ranged from 0 - 13. 1$ with a mean
of 6.09%, The percent of error in the delayed recall of
words taught by quick perception ranged from 0 - 22.1% with
a mean of 6.86%.
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Table IV
y3r
Individual Percent of Error - Class B
Pupil
Delayed Recall
•
Immediate Recall
No.
words Basic
No.
words
Quick
Per
.
No.
words Basic
No.
words
Quick
Per.
1 57 0 57 0 57 1.8 57 3.5
2 57 1.8 57 1.8 62 0 62 0
3 57 0 57 0 62 0 62 0
4 57 1.8 57 0 57 1.8 57 3.5
5 57 1.8 57 3.5 57 5.3 57 3.5
6 .57 1.8 57 0 62 1.6 62 0
7 57 7.0 57 5.3 57 1.8 57 1.8
8 57 0 57 0 62 1.6 62 0
9 57 0 57 0 57 7.0 57 12.3
10 122 4.9 122 2.5 57 8.5 57 10.5
11 122 4.9 122 4.9 73 8.2 69 10.1
12 122 2.5 122 5.7 62 4.8 69 10.1
13 122 9.0 122 9.0 57 14.0 57 28.1
14 122 3.3 122 3.3 57 0 57 5.3
15 122 3.3 122 3.3 57 3.5 57 17.5
16 122 3.3 122 12.3 69 31.9 58 39.7
17 122 1.6 122 .8 61 13.1 77 19.5
18 122 4.9 122 7.4 73 8.2 79 11.4
19 65 10.8 65 16.9 42 26.2 46 34.8
20 65 12.3 65 21.5 32 12.5 46 10.9
21 65 4.6 65 6.1 42 4.8 46 15.2
Mean 3.87 5.16 7.74 11.44
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Table IV shows that the percent of error in class B in
the immediate recall of words taught by the basic method
ranged from 0 - 31.9# with a mean of 7.74#. The percent of
error of words taught by quick perception ranged from 0 -
39.7# with a mean of 11.44#.
The percent of error in the delayed recall of words
taught by the basic method ranged from 0 - 12.3# with a mean
of 3.87#. The percent of error of words taught by quick
perception ranged from 0 - 21.5# with a mean of 5.16#.
Tables V and VI show the comparison of the two methods
on immediate recall for the two classes.
Table V
Comparison of Two Methods on Immediate Recall in Class A
Me thod No.
Mean %
of
Error
S.D. S.E.
m
Diff. of
means
S.E.
diff.
Critical
Ratio
Basic 14 18.79 18.41 4.92
1.44 6.24 .23
Quick
Perception 14 17.35 15.30 4.09
This table shows that the mean percent of error in the
basic method is 18.79# compared with. 17.35# for the quick
perception method. The critical ratio being only .23 shows
no statistical significance in difference in the two methods.
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Table VI
Comparison of Two Methods on Immediate Recall in Class B
Method No
Mean
$ of
Error
S.D. S.E.
m
Diff. of
means
S.E.
diff.
Critical
Ratio
Basic 21 7.74 8.16 1.78
3.70 2.97 1.25
Quick
Perception 21 11.44 10.95 2.39
This table shows that the mean percent of error in the
basic method is 7.74$ compared with 11.44$ for the quick per-
ception method. The critical ratio of 1.25 is not statis-
tically significant. The chances are 80 in 100 that the
difference is significant in favor of the basic method.
Tables VII and VIII show the comparison of the two
methods on delayed recall for the two classes.
Table VII
Comparison of Two Methods on Delayed Recall in Class A
Method
Basic
Quick
Perception
No.
11
11
Mean
$ of
Error
6.09
6.86
S.D.
5.02
6.26
S.E.
m
1.51
1.89
Diff. of
means
0.77
S.E.
diff.
2.42
Critical
Ratio
.32
This table shows the mean percent of error in the basic
method is 6.09$ compared with 6.86$ for the quick perception
method. The critical ratio being only .32 shows no statis-
tical significance in difference in the two methods.
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Table VIII
Comparison of Two Methods on Delayed Recall in Class B
Method No.
Mean
% of
Error
S.D. S • E •
m
Diff. of
means
S.E.
diff.
Critical
Ratio
Basic 21 3.87 3.37 .74
1.29 1.46 .88
Quick
Perception 21 5.16 5.76 1.26
This table shows that the mean percent of error in the
basic method is 3.87# compared with 5.16# for the quick per-
ception method. The critical ratio of .88 is not statistical
ly significant. The chances are 62 in 100 that the differ-
ence is significant in favor of the basic method.
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Chapter V
Summary and Conclusions
Problem
This study was an attempt to evaluate the quick per-
ception method in the initial teaching of words in grade
one
.
Review of Experiment
Exercises for quick perception were built using the
primer, parallel primer, and first reader vocabulary of
the Row Peterson Series.
Multiple choice tests were constructed to check the
immediate recall of the vocabulary. Three original stories
were written using the words taught to check the delayed
recall of the vocabulary.
One half the words in each unit were taught by the
quick perception method and the other by the basic method.
The experiment was carried on with fourteen first
grade children in a private school group and twenty-one
children in a public school first grade. The period of
instruction for the former group was from February to
June first, and for the latter group from the end of
March to the middle of June.
The data were analyzed to evaluate the effect of
quick perception on:
1. Immediate recall of vocabulary taught
2. Delayed recall of vocabulary taught
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Limitations
There were several limitations affecting the conclu-
sions of this study. The small number of cases in both
classes caused large standard errors.
The words tested in immediate recall were included
in sentences containing words taught by both methods.
Both teachers noticed that in some cases pupils knew the
word to be underlined, but did not know a word in the
sentence. Therefore it may not have been a true test of
that word.
There was no check of individual words. The words
in both immediate and delayed recall were tested in con-
textual material.
The two classes were not compared because the groups
were not equated at the beginning of the experiment,
neither did they start at the same time. Only the first
reader material was used in the public school group.
Conclusions
1. Effect on Immediate Recall of Vocabulary Taught
a. Class A made fewer errors on words taught by
quick perception in immediate recall. The difference in
the two methods is not statistically significant.
b. Class B made fewer errors on words taught by
the basic method in immediate recall. While the critical
ratio is not statistically significant, the chances are
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80 in 100 that the difference is significant in favor of
the basic method.
2. Effect on Delayed Recall of Vocabulary Taught
a. Class A made fewer errors on words taught by
the basic method in delayed recall. The difference in
the two methods is not statistically significant.
b. Class B made fewer errors on the words
taught by the basic method in delayed recall. While
the critical ratio is not significant the chances are
62 in 100 that the difference is significant in favor
of the basic method.
General Conclusions
In general, the writer concludes that the two methods
used in beginning teaching made no statistically signific-
ant difference in the number of words learned.
There is a general trend favoring the basic method
in delayed recall in class A, and in both forms of re-
call in class B.
While other studies have shown that quick perception
is an effective method of systematic review this study
shows that quick perception is of no value in initial
teaching
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Observations Made During the Period of Instruction
During the experiment there were many desirable re-
sults obtained which could not be measured on the two
types of tests given.
There was a high degree of interest on the part of
the teachers as well as the pupils. Learning new words
was fun. The children asked for the tachistoscope on the
days when they were learning the words taught without
it. There were no attention problems since each child’s
eyes were fixed on the tachistoscope and he was anxious
to see the word as it was flashed. In order to recog-
nize the word it was necessary to both listen and watch.
"Nothing is more important in an instructional program
in reading than that every lesson -every exercise- be
so motivated that interest and attention will be main-
tained at a high level." l/
It is the writer’s opinion that the quick perception
of the new words carried over into the oral reading help-
ing the children to read more fluently. The context clues
aided in teaching the meaning of a word. "The use of
such devices as the metron-o-scope
,
the tachistoscope,
and motion picture and lantern-slide projectors will
help vary the classroom instruction." 2/
l/ Durrell, D.D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities ,
World Book Company, 1940, p.98
2/ Ibid. , p .107
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Chapter VI
Suggestions for Further Research
1. Do a study of the speed of reading using the quick
perception method in an experimental group.
2. Do a similar experiment with a larger population
equating the groups.
3. Do an experiment evaluating quick perception when
all words are taught by that method.
4. Do a similar experiment using a tachistoscope flash
word test as well as testing the words in context.
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APPENDIX

Three levels of Context Clues for the Primer
Unit I a
will
of
happy
puddle
rain
walk
for
jumped
into
Unit I b
am
city
1. The children are planning a party. Alice and Jerry say
they will bring some candy.
2. It is vacation. The children will visit Grandmother.
3. We will take the train.
1. Father helped the children get out of the boat. _
2. He was one of : the best horses.
3. Which of the boxes are full?
1. Alice laughed because she was happy .
2. It is the opposite of sad.
3. Jack is happy .
1. It. rained so hard that in front of the steps there
was a deep puddle .
2. Alice and Jerry wade in the puddle .
3. Keep your feet out of the puddle .
1. Alice put on her rubbers because it began to rain .
2. The farmer* s garden needs rain .
3. Oh, see it rain .
1. Donnie lives so near the school he can walk .
2. Jack likes to walk in the woods.
3. Please walk slowly.
1. The new coat was too large for Alice.
2. The red books are for Judy's class.
3. One is for you.
1. The girls jumped rope.
2. Jerry held the stick and Little Puppy jumped over it.
3. Jerry's puppy jumped .
1. Bobby went to the beach. He went into the water.
2. Little Puppy jumped into the wagon.
3. Come into this.
1. Betty said, "This is my birthday. I am six years old.
2. "Oh hello", said Sam,
"What a boy I am".
3. Here I am.
1. We see many cars and tall buildings in the city .
2. Mother goes shopping in the city .
3. John lives in the city .
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who
stopped
girl
that
could
all
say
Unit II
they
her
playing
pony
1. He is the one who likes to ride horseback.
2. Father is going for a ride. Who wants to go with
him?
3. Who is at the door?
1. The man saw a red light so he stopped his car.
2. The train came to the station and stopped .
3. The band stopped playing.
1. John is a boy and Barbara is a girl .
2. Mary is a good little girl .
3. He gave his apple to a girl .
1. Go in this way, not that way,
2. Ride on the airplane that has silver wings.
3. What is that ?
1. Judy worked hard and did all the pages in her
workbook that she could .
2. What pony could Jerry ride?
3. He could ride well.
1. Jack had ten pennies that he did not spend. He
saved them all .
2. When will all of the children have a turn?
3. This is all.
1. Jack was too pleased to talk. Thank you was all
he could say .
2. Alice could say all the letters in the alphabet.
3. What did he say?
1. Tom and Bill hunted for the kitten, but they
could not find it.
2. Read the stories they like best.
3. They will have fun.
1. Jack found Betty’s ball and he gave it to her .
2. Alice put the kitten in her pocket.
3. The bicycle belongs to her .
1. The children on the playground were playing games.
2. Jerry and his dog are playing .
3. They are playing .
1. The children went to the park and rode in the
pony cart.
2. Jack has a pet pony .
3.
Would you like to have a pony?
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Unit III a
talk
wish
bird
rooster
just
rabbit
lived
nest
day
hop
1. Do you open your mouth and speak clearly when
you talk ?
2. Jack likes to talk about his baby sister*
3 . Come and talk to me •
1 . The children threw pennies in the wishing well
and each one made a wish *
2. Alice and Jerry wish they could go on a long
train trip.
3. Let’s make a wish .
1. Alice likes to watch the bird build its nest.
2. Jerry saw a nest in the tree with a bird in it
3. Come, hear the bird .
1. The farmer is waked up in the morning by the
cock-a-doodle-doo of the rooster .
2. Jerry saw a rooster in the barnyard.
3. Come, see the rooster.
1. Jerry’s present was just what he wanted.
2. The puppy was just as big as Jerry’s puppy.
3. Please, just wait a minute.
1. The animal that was eating in Mr. McGregor’s
garden was a rabbit .
2. He has a funny habit
Of hopping like a rabbit .
3. Alice has a pet rabbit .
1. Jerry saw the nest where four little rabbits
lived
.
2. Alice and Jerry lived in a pretty green house.
3. They lived far from the city.
1. A bird lives in a nest .
2. The bird tried his best
To build a good nest .
3. Jerry found a nest .
1. We sleep at night, but the owl sleeps during
the day .
2. We all like to play
Outside every day .
3. What day is it?
1. We walk, but rabbits hop .
2. Alice tried hard not to stop
When on one foot she did hop .
3. Come and hop .
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Unit III b
night
breakfast
Pig
open
hen
by
cow
we
again
next
. The children went to bed early every night .
. There was a bright light
On that Christinas night .
. It was a beautiful night .
. The early morning meal is called breakfast .
. Alice and Jerry eat breakfast every morning.
. Come to breakfast .
. At the farm in a muddy pen the children saw a pig .
. It is a farm animal.
• Jerry saw a fat pig .
. The cows got out because someone left the gate
open .
. It is the opposite of shut.
. Can you open it?
The baby chicks ran under the wings of the mother
hen .
• It lives on a farm.
. Alice liked to watch the hen .
. Travelling by airplane is faster than travelling
by boat
.
.
Jack watched all the cars go by .
. Come by the house
.
. We get milk from a cow .
. It is a farm animal.
.
Mr. Brown has a cow.
. ilfter Alice and Jerry's boat ride they said, "What
a good ride we both had".
. The children asked, "When will we get home?"
. We like to play.
. The visitors had such a good time we think they
will come again .
. Funny clown, tell me when
You are coming again .
. Please, come again .
. Bob's playmate lived next door to him.
• You may be the next one
.
. Sally is next .
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Unit IV
gave
same
hug
1# Who did you give the hall to? I gave it to Sue.
2. Jerry had two soldiers. He gave one to Bobby.
3. He gave two boxes.
1. Bobby and Billy were twins and had the same birthdays.
2. Bobby Is your name
And mine is the same .
3. They had the same toys.
1. Betty held her doll in her arms and gave it a big
hug .
2. Baby gave Mother a tug
Because she wanted a hug .
3. They liked to hug little sister.
Unit V
behind
parrot
snap
some
street
pet
1. They'll come home wagging their tails behind them.
2. To us it will remind
Of what is left behind .
3. We'll have to leave it behind.
1. A bird that can talk is a parrot .
2. Give the rabbit a carrot
And crackers to the parrot .
3. Mr. Snow has a parrot .
1. The big dog ran after the rabbits. He will snap
at them.
2. Dan fastened the strap
On it with a snap .
3. The dog does not snap .
1. Jane called her puppy into the house to give him
some supper
•
2. If you will come
You will get some .
3. Jerry wants some .
1. Walk on the sidewalk and not in the street .
2. Try to stay on your feet
On the slippery street .
3. It is a pretty streetT
1. Jerry’s dog is his pet .
2. The kitten's name is Bet
And she is Mary's pet .
3. Buddy is a good pet .
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best
every
call
help
put
talked
Unit VI
shining
gay
danced
heard
1. Jerry liked animals, but he liked dogs best of
all.
2. They took the test
And did their best .
3* Alice had the best paper.
1. He never missed the target. He hit it every
time
.
2. Jerry caught the ball every time.
3. Jack looked at every book.
1. Jerry said, "Jip will come when I call him"
.
2. Now come one and all
When you hear the call .
3. I, call him Rusty.
1. Jerry liked to help his father rake the leaves.
2. Father wil help Jerry ride.
3 • Come and help me
•
1. Alice set the table, and she put a glass at each
place
2. Jerry put his toys away.
3. Where shall we put the dolls?
1. Alice liked the kitten so much she talked about
it all day.
2. And while they walked
All of them talked .
3. She talked to Mother.
1. It was a warm day and the sun was shining .
2. The stars were shining .
3. The dishes were shining .
1. The children went on a picnic and they were all
happy and gay .
2. Come and let us play.
With the children gay .
3. The pictures were gay .
1. The organ man played while the little monkey
danced .
2. See how everyone glanced
At the pony who danced .
3. The monkey danced .
1. The fire engine came and Jerry heard the siren.
2. Circus was the word
That everyone heard .
. Jerry heard the music.3
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Context Clues for the Parallel Primer
everything 1. They did not miss a thing in the museum. They
saw everything .
2. Peter likes to make stars so well he puts them on
everything .
3. Billy saw everything .
hat 1. On her head she wore a blue hat .
2. Over there she sat
Wearing a red hat .
3. It is my hat .
mouse 1 . The cat crept to the hole where he saw a mouse •
2. Right into the house
Ran the little mouse .
3. See the mouse.
dig
pond
turtles
1. The farmer used his shovel to dig a hole.
2. The steamshovel was very big
And Jerry liked to watch it dig .
3. Watch me dig .
1. The ice on the pond is good for skating.
2. The children are quite fond
Of skating on the pond .
3. He walked to the pond .
1. Animals who carry their houses on their backs are
called turtles .
2. They are animals who live in the mud and water.
3. Peter liked to watch the turtles
.
eggs
fishing
fish
snow
bells
1. Hens lay eggs .
2. We eat them for breakfast.
3. Alice May gathered the eggs .
1. Billy put the bait on his hook and kept on fishing .
2. I was just wishing
That we go fishing .
3. The boys were fishing .
1. Billy pulled in his line, and on his hook there
was a fish .
2. I wish and I wish
I could catch a fish .
3. Mother bought a big fish .
1. The children go skiing when there is snow .
2. It makes our feet and fingers glow
When January brings the snow .
3. Oh, see the snow .
1. It is Sunday and the church bells are ringing.
2. Old Uncle Mat tells
A story of bells .
3 Can you hear the bells?
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Throe levels of Context Clues
for the
First Reader
Unit I a
boy
everyone
far
bring
dear
soon
time
cried
thank
mender
near
1* Betsy is a girl and Peter is a boy .
2. Here is a yellow toy
For a good little boy
3. The little boy was playing
1. Do not keep the candy for yourself, but pass it
to everyone .
2. It tells how many people.
3. Peter likes everyone .
1. Boston is near by but New York is far away.
2. It is the opposite of near.
3. How far is it?
1. Take your book home tonight, but bring it back
tomorrow
.
2. It is something
Peter will bring .
3. Alice will bring it.
1. When we write a letter we start it with dear .
2. Aunt Polly* s house is near
We'll be there soon my dear .
3. He is a dear boy.
1. Do not wait a long time, but come play with us soon.
2. The man in the moon
Came down too soon .
3 . Come soon .
1. A clock tells time.
2. When you hear it chime
It will tell -the time .
3. He had a good time .
1. Alice cut her leg so badly she cried.
2.
"Now we will hide
From youi' they cried .
3. Little Peter cried .
1. When somebody gives you a present remember to
thank him.
2. It is brother Hank
That we should all thank .
3. I want to thank you.
1. A man who mends things is called a mender.
2. Take the broken fender
To a skillful mender .
3. He is a good mender .
1. Grandmother lives far away, but Uncle Mac lives
near us
.
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picture
mend
town
if
make
as
Unit I b
earn
tree
wagon
sell
picked
2. It is the opposite of far.
3. He is near to us.
1. The artist painted a beautiful picture .
2. I want to take your picture .
3. It is my picture .
1. If your doll is broken the man will mend it.
2. It means to fix something.
3. Please mend this.
1. Boston is a city, but you live in a town .
2. Mother wore a dress of brown
As she went walking down town .
3. I like this town .
1. The boat will tip, if. you stand up.
2. Says little Robin Redbreast;
"Catch me if. you can I,'
3. Come if. you can.
1. The children made designs. Jack, can you make one?
2. It is something to do.
3. Come, make
,
a circle.
1. He walked just aj3 fast as he could.
2. Can you do as. well?
3. She is just as tall.
1. Father will not give you the money for the roller
skates, but you may earn it.
2. How much money did you earn ?
3. The children will earn it.
1. Apples grow on a tree .
2. Where can little Robin be?
Up in yonder cherry tree .
3. See the big tree .
1. The farmer hitched the horse to the wagon .
2. Jerry rode in his wagon .
3. Here comes a wagon .
1. The food in the grocery store is for the grocer
to sell .
2. Oh, now Peddler tell
What have you to sell ?
3. Will you sell it to me?
1. When the apples in the orchard were ripe the farmer
picked them.
2. Jerry’s new pet goat licked
Every apple we picked
. They picked all the berries.3
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were
peppy
lady
any
cross
someone
them
count
twenty
pennies
bank
1. Yostorday we were all at school. Where were
you, Alice?
2. Please tell us. Sir
How many there were .
3 . They were there
.
1. Alice had six cents. She had a nickel and a penny
2. Of money he hadn't any
Not even a little penny .
3. It is my penny .
1. His grandmother is a very old lady .
2. Pretty little Sadie
Is a nice young lady .
3. The lady will help you.
1 . My crayons are all gone . Have you any left?
2. Says the pieman to Simple Simon
Show me first your penny
Says Simple Simon to the pieman
Indeed, I have not any .
3. She has not any .
1. Look both ways befor you cross the street.
2. Ride a cockhorse
To Banbury Cross
3 . Put a cross on the paper
.
1. I hear a knock. Is there someone at the door?
2. It means a person,
3. Give it to s ome one .
1. Look at the presents. One of them is for you.
2. Leave them alone, and they'll come home.
Wagging their tails behind them .
3. Come, help them.
1. If you want to know how many marbles you have,
you can count them.
2. Can you count to one hundred?
3. I shall count them.
1. The number after nineteen is twenty .
2. Seventeen eighteen, maids are waiting
Nineteen, twenty
,
my platter's empty.
3. We have twenty books.
1 . There are ten pennies in a dime
2. In his bank Peter had twenty-two pennies .
3. Give the pennies to the man.
1. Something to save your pennies in is called a bank
2. For my pennies I have you to thank
And now I shall put them in my bank.
3. Father gave Betsy a bank.
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Unit II
from
chairs
tables
jolly
move
Unit III
milk
everything
picnic
ground
autumn
. The robin pulled the worm up with his bill .
. It is a bird’s mouth.
. His bill is long.
1. The children walked home from school.
2. Where do you come from?
3. This is from Margaret.
1. We have a table for the dining room. Now we need
chairs .
2. Something to sit on.
3. Please carry these chairs .
1. In the living room there were chairs and small tables .
2. Pieces of furniture.
3. Dust the table
s
.
1* Santa is fat and jolly .
2. She decorated things with holly
And felt very, very jolly .
3. She was jolly .
1. If your chair is too close to the blackboard move
it back.
2. The piano is too heavy to move
3. Please, move the books.
1. Cows give milk
.
2. Do not wear your dress of silk
When you go to get the milk
.
3. Do youjlike milk ?
1. They did not miss a thing in the museum. They saw
everything
.
2. Peter likes to make stars so well he puts them on
everything .
3. Billy saw everything.
1. They put their lunch in a basket and walked to the
woods to have a picnic .
2. A lunch outdoors is called a picnic.
3. Let’s go on a picnic,
1. The wind blew the apples from the tree down to the
ground.
2. What is that you found
Lying on the ground ?
3. It was on the ground.
1. Fall is one name for the season after summer, and
another name for it is autumn.
2. The leaves fall off the trees in autumn.
3. It is autumn now.
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leaves
hide
top
over
barn
winter
snow
their
sleds
hill
bump
1. In the autumn the trees are beautiful with their
colored leaves .
2. They are on trees and plants.
3. Walk through the leaves .
1. Let's play a game. I shall blind my eyes and you
may hide .
2. The children cried,
"Where shall we hide'?
3. The kitten likes to hide .
1. Here are two drawers. You may have the bottom
one and I'll have the top one.
2. It is the opposite of bottom.
3. Put it on top .
1. Alice crawled under the fence, but Jerry jumped
over it.
2. It is the opposite of bottom.
3. Come over to see us.
1. The farmer lives in a house and his cows live
in the barn .
2. Pussy never did him any harm
But killed the mice in his father's barn.
3. It is a good barn .
1 . We go swimming in the summer and skating in the
winter .
2. It is a season of the year.
3. I like the winter .
1. The children go skiing when there is snow.
2. It makes our feet and fingers glow
When January brings the snow .
3. Oh, see the snow .
1
Kittens wash their own faces.
2* Leave them alone and they'll come home
Wagging their tails behind them.
3. It is their house.
1. The children were coasting on their new sleds .
2. We shall go coasting at Hed's
And we shall try our new sleds .
3. They had big sleds .
1. They were skiing down the hill .
2. Jack and Jill
Went up the hill
3. The hill is far away.
1 . Father broke a spring in the car when he went
over a big bump .
2. We went thump, thump, thump.
Right over the bump .
. Do not bump me
.
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spring 1.
2 .
3.
sang 1
.
2 .
3.
made 1
2 .
3.
twelve 1.
2 .
3.
still 1.
2 .
3.
Unit IV
or 1
.
2 .
3.
road 1
2 .
3.
thought 1
2
.
3.
stop 1.
2 .
3.
The birds come back from the south in the spring .
It is a season of the year.
It is spring .
These were the songs the children sang .
Up from his bed he sprang
While all the birdies sang .
The children sang
They were making presents for each other. Let's
see what Peter made .
All the children played
With the things they made .
Jerry made a boat.
The number after eleven is twelve
.
Nine, ten a good fat hen
Eleven, twelve, dig and delve.
He has twelve chickens.
If you do not want the bird to fly away, stand
very still .
There was an old woman lived under a hill
And if she's not gone she lives there still .
Be very still .
Ann wants either the doll carriage or. the doll's bed.
We can go this way or that way.
One or the other will go.
To reach the farm we rode ovdr a dirt road .
I saw a little toad
Hopping along the road .
This is the right road .
Father was thinking and this is what he thought .
He went to catch a dickey bird
And thought he could not fail.
Jerry thought quickly.
When the light is green you may go, but when it is
red you must stop .
It is the opposite of go.
Please, stop .
gas 1. A car needs oil, water, and gas .
2. Some people cook on gas .
3. We have no more gas
.
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Unit V a
farmer 1. The man who lives on the farm is called the farmer .
2 . "I wish it were warmer,"
Said the busy farmer .
3. We talked with the farmer .
delighted 1. When they saw the birthday cake they were delighted, .
2. It was land they had sighted
And they all were delighted .
3. They were delighted.
fl 7’«t 1. A is the first letter in the alphabet.
2. We shall all take turns. Dick may be first .
3. Alice came first .
follow 1. If you do not know the way, you may follow me.
2. To find your way to the hollow
You will all have me to follow .
3. Please, follow Anne.
followed 1. The mother hen walked across the yard and the
baby chicks f ollo?/ed her.
2. The chicks swallowed and swallowed
As their mother they followed .
3. She followed the signs.
parade 1. When soldiers march along the street with a band
we call it a parade .
2. Before the circus all the animals and clowns walked
in a parade .
3. Come, see the parade .
turkey 1. For Thanksgiving Dinner most people like to have
turkey .
2. It lives on a farm.
3. Come, see the turkey .
w ifQ i. Mr. Brown is Mrs. Brown’s husband, and Mrs. Brown
is his wife .
2. How will he cut it without e'er a. knife
How can he marry without e'er a wife .
3. He wanted us to see his wife .
care 1. Mrs. Smith left her baby for Mary to take care of.
2. And when you go there
Be sure and take care .
3. He did not care about books.
colder 1. In New England it is cold, but at the North Pole
it is much colder .
2. We shall look in the folder
For a country that's colder .
3. It feels colder.
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Unit V b
6*.
alone 1.
2
.
3 .
well 1.
> 2
.
3 .
pool 1.
2
.
3 .
woods 1.
2 .
3 .
color 1.
2 .
3 .
swam 1
•
2
.
3 .
turtle 1.
2
.
3 .
frog 1.
2
.
3 .
sit 1
.
2 .
3 .
know 1 •
2 .
3 .
Unit V c
bullfrog 1.
2
.
3 .
Nobody went with Alice, but she went alone .
Here am I, little jumping Joan
When nobody’s with me
I'm always alone.
Jerry was not alone .
Peter is not sick, and he feels very well .
Ding dong bell
Pussy's in the well .
How well can you write?
The children have a playground with their own
swimming pool in it.
I wish we had at school
A big big swimming pool .
The pool was near the garden.
The deer ran back into the woods .
He packed up all his goods
And traveled through the woods .
Father found them in the woods .
Billy has a coloring book. He likes to color the
pictures
.
Red is a color .
Whick color do you like best?
The boys went swimming in the pool. They swam
all morning.
Across the lake swam the ducks.
The children swam .
The animal that carries its house on its back
is a turtle .
A small animal.
The turtle went into the water.
An animal with big bulging eyes and strong hind
legs was sitting on a water lily pad. It was a frog .
An animal that lives both in the water and on land.
See the frog .
If you are tired of standing you may sit down.
The opposite of stand.
Alice and Jerry sit quietly.
The children can read all the stories in the book.
Do you know how to do it
,
too?
We hope our reading will show
The parents what we know .
Tell me what you know .
The father frog is called a bullfrog .
It is an animal.
Can you hear the bullfrog ?
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wisest 1. All owls are wise, but Gray Owl was the wisest of
them all.
2. He thought he chose the nicest
Because he was the wisest .
3. He was the wisest .
never 1. Alice was always on time. She was never late.
2. Opposite of always.
3. It never snowed.
before 1. Look both ways before you cross the street.
2. Opposite of after.
3. Go before me.
because 1. They have stars on their papers, because they did
good work.
2. He shall have but a penny a day
Be cause he can’t work any faster.
3. It is becaus e she is sick.
hungry 1. They are going hme to eat because they are hungry .
2. The dog sat up and begged because he was hungry .
3. I am
-
hungry . •
where 1. Do you know where oranges come from?
2. It starts a question.
3. Tell me where it is.
nap 1. After dinner they went to their beds and took a
short nap .
2. He was cuddled in Mother's lap
While he was taking a short nap .
3. Come, take your nap .
sleepy 1* He rubbed his eyes and yawned because he was sleepy
2. Little Indian went into the teepee
Because he was very tired and sleepy .
3. Haney felt sleepy .
Unit VI
head 1* Put your hat on your head .
2. Along came Wendy on a sled
Just as Henry raised his head .
3. Its head was red and black.
branches 1. The tree had many apples on its branches .
2. Many horses live on ranches
And birds live up in the branches .
3. The branches are loaded.
grow 1. Mistress Mary quite contrary
How doe 3 your garden grow ?
2. I would like to go
Where oranges grow .
3. Did you grow beets?
knew 1. Laurie was the guide because he knew the way.
2. Norman showdd them a few
Of the birds they all knew .
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off 1.
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3 .
Unit VII a
overcoat 1
.
2 .
3 .
ready 1
•
2
.
3 .
always 1
2 .
3 .
seat 1
2 .
3 .
against 1.
2 .
3 .
smiled 1.
2 .
3 .
smile 1
•
2
.
3 .
taking 1
2 .
3 .
coasting 1.
2 .
They climbed on the high rock and then jumped off.
It is the opposite of on.
Please jump off .
Over his suit Father wore a black winter overcoa t
.
It is something warm to wear.
This is your ovdrcoat .
Mother called the children because supper was
ready .
"One two three, 11 said Teddy,
"Is everyone ready? 11
I am ready .
Donnie never was late. He was always on time.
It is the opposite of never.
Sing that way always .
Do not sit here because this is Judy’s seat .
Please keep your feet
Off of the seat .
This is my seat .
He found the ladder leaning against the tree.
He bumped his bicycle against the door.
It is against the house
.
Father seemed pleased, because he looked at Jerry
and smiled.
As down the hall they filed
The happy children smiled .
Alice smiled.
All the other children smiled. But Jerry did not
smile .
Today it is the style
To always have a smile .
Will you smile ?
I shall take apples to the picnic. What are you
taking ?
Father was not working. He was taking a rest.
They are taking cookies.
The children are coasting down the hill on sleds.
In my snow suit I was roasting
While we all were out there coasting .
They are coasting .3
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Unit VII b
front 1. There is a play yard in back of the house, and a
pretty green lawn in front of the house.
2. It is the opposite of back.
3. Put it in front .
faster 1. A train goes fast, but an airplane goes faster .
2. See saw, Margery Daw. Jacky shall have a new master.
He shall but a penny a day, because he can't work
any faster .
3. Alice can go faster.
laughing 1. Alice and Jerry laughed. They were having fun and
that is why they were laughing .
2. The children were so happy, they were laughing .
3. Alice was laughing .
1. Everyone likes to go on the swing, but each one
takes his own turn .
2. She fell off the bicycle at the turn in the road.
3. Please turn this way.
1. If you do not want to fall off riding around the
corner lean this way.
2. Jack Sprat could eat no fat
His wife could eat no lean .
3. They did not lean .
1. They coasted to the bottom of the hill.
2. It is the opposite of top.
3 . Look in the bottom one
•
1. On my vacation I hope I can go away.
2. It’s a jump rope
Is what I hope .
3. We hope Grandfather comes.
1. If you look both ways before you cross the street,
you will be playing safe.
2. Paddling a canoe is not safe for very little children
3. He was safe .
1. They landed safe and sound .
2. Did you hear that queer sound ?
3. It was a funny sound .
Unit VIII
face 1. Draw the eyes, nose and mouth on the face
2. Be sure and wash your face .
3. He has a good face .
enough 1. They gathered enough eggs to fill the box.
2. Her hands were in the muff, and they were warm enough
3. He has enough .
turn
lean
bottom
hope
safe
sound
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few
ticket
would
1. May I have some crayons? I only have a few left.
2. When Jerry walked with you
He only found a few .
3. He had a few .
1. On the train the conductor will punch your ticket .
2. Mother bought Nancy a ticke t to the circus.
3. I have one ticket .
1. We will go for a ride. Where would you like to go
2. She did what she could
As I knew she would .
3. He would like to go.
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Review Exercises for the Primer
Unit I a
will
of
happy
puddle
rain
walk
for
jumped
into
Unit I b
am
city
who
stopped
girl
that
could
all
say
Unit II
they
her
playing
pony
Unit III
talk
wish
bird
rooster
just
rabbit
lived
nest
day
hop
It is September. The children will go to school.
Mac is one of their pets.
If you are not sad you are happy .
Ducky Duddle went wading in a puddle .
It helps the garden grow.
Do not run, but walk .
The hay is for the cows.
What the girls did over the rope.
The kitten jumped into the basket.
Do you know who I am?
It is the opposite of country.
Jerry is playing with the blocks. Who else wants
to play?
The rabbit hopped and hopped
And near his hole he stopped .
It is the opposite of boy.
See the big black cat
Running fast like that .
He tried as he should
And did what he could .
Here is a ball
For one and all .
Listen to me, May
Hear what we all say .
Play the games they like best.
May put the pennies in her pocket.
Alice and Jip are playing .
It is an animal.
I do want to walk
With you while we talk .
To have a goldfish
Is what we do wish .
On April the third
We saw a new bird .
It lives in the barnyard.
He can sing just like that.
It is a small animal.
Mother and Father lived in a pretty green house.
It is a bird's home.
It is the opposite of night.
What do rabbits do?

Unit III b
night
breakfast
Pig
open
hen
by
cow
we
again
next
Unit IV
gave
same
hug
Unit V
behind
parrot
snap
some
street
pet
best
every
call
help
put
talked
Unit VI
shining
gay
danced
heard
It is the opposite of day.
The meal we eat in the morning is breakfast .
It is a farm animal.
Please leave the door open .
It lays eggs.
The brown dog came by.
It gives milk.
Alice and Jerry said, "Yes, we will".
She said it once, and then she said it again .
May will be the next one.
The rabbit gave a big hop.
They looked just the same .
Sally liked to hug her doll.
Father left the dog behind.
It is a colorful bird.
Sometimes dogs will snap at people.
Here are the peanuts. Would you like some ?
They went to every house on the street .
Lots of fun we get
Playing with my pet .
Alice liked dolls best of all.
Jack played ball every day.
We will go home when we hear Mother call .
Mother will help Alice sew.
Where did you put the book?
After he went to the circus Jerry talked about it.
The sun was shining .
But the child that's born on the Sabbath day
Is blithe and bonny, and good and gay .
The monkey danced to the music.
The whistle on the train was what he heard
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Review Exercises for the Parallel Primer
Everything
hat
mouse
dig
turtles
eggs
fishing
fish
snow
bells
pond
She does everything well. ^
Christmas is coming, the geese are gett-j-ng iat.
Please to put a penny in an old man
f s hat .
The cat caught a mouse .
The farmer has to dig in his garden.
They are animals that move slowly.
It is food that is good for us.
Most boys like to go f i shing .
It swims in the water.
The north wind doth blow
We soon shall have snow .
People can ring them.
Ducks swim in the pond .
Review Exercises for the First Reader
Unit I a
boy
everyone
far
bring
dear
soon
time
cried
thank
mender
near
picture
mend
town
if
make
as
Unit I b
earn
tree
wagon
sell
picked
were
penny
lady
any
Robert is a good boy .
It means all of the people.
He lives very far away.
Alice brought some sandwiches. What did you hr mg..
Everyone thought that Sammy was a dear baby.
He picked up a spoon
And started too soon .
During vacation the children had a good
She comforted the babies when they cried .
Uncle Ben gave Jack a present. Jack remembered to
thank him.
The cobbler is a mender of shoes.
She lives very near the school.
She started to paint a beautiful picture .
My coat is torn and I want Mother to mend it.
It is a place where people live.
Swim to the raft, if you can.
They are pretty valentines. Did you make them.
Norman skates nicely. Gan you do as. well?
She will not give it to us until we earn it.
It grows very tall.
It is toy that boys like.
The grocer wants to sell his food.
He climbed the ladder and picked all of the apples.
How many were there?
It is a small amount of money.
It is a person.
The children haven’t any pencils.
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cross
someone
them
count
twenty-
pennies
bank
bill
Unit II
from
chairs
tables
jolly
move
Unit III
milk
everything
picnic
ground
autumn
leaves
hide
top
over
barn
winter
snow
their
sleds
hill
bump
spring
sang
made
twelve
still
I will help you cross the street.
A carpenter is someone who builds houses.
They will bring their lunch with them .
Up to what number can you count ?
Father knew he had plenty
When he counted to twenty .
Jack saved thirty-three pennies .
I keep my pennies in my bank .
The bird had a long bill .
Where did the pretty birds come from?
We have not enough chairs to sit on.
She put vases of flowers on all the tables
They took a ride on the trolley
Because they were feeling so jolly.
We will have to move away from the edge.
Give your cat some milk .
She does everything well.
They took their lunch and went on a picnic
Kitty did not make a sound
As he walked along the ground .
It is a season of the year.
They grow on trees.
We will hide it, so she can not find it.
We know Alice will stop
When she reaches the top .
Will you pick the clover
Before you come over ?
Where some farm animals live.
It is a season of the year.
The north wind doth blow
We soon shall have snow .
They were carrying the ir own fishing poles
Oh, did they bump their heads
When they fell off their sleds ?
He ran with Bill
Right up the hill .
The roof is low, 30 don't bump your head.
It comes after winter.
They listened while she sang her song.
Have some lemonade
That we have just made.
It is a number.
They used to play on the hill
And I think they play there still .
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Unit IV
or
road
thought
stop
gas
Unit V a
farmer
delighted
first
follow
followed
parade
turkey
wife
care
colder
Unit V b
alone
well
pool
woods
color
swam
turtle
frog
sit
know
Unit V c
bullfrog
wisest
no ver
before
because
They went this way or. that way.
The horses pulled the load
Along the dusty road .
He walked to the river and thought he would go
fishing.
Soon she’ll reach the top.
And she’ll have to s top .
An automobile needs it.
It will be warmer
Answered the farmer .
They were delighted with the new machine.
To help you quench your thirst
Take this lemonade first .
Watch that busy little swallow
Soon the other birds will follow .
The children followed the leader.
He carried a flag and marched in the parade .
It is a farm animal.
It is a woman.
It wasn't fair
They didn't care .
Up north it is colder than it is down south.
This is Jip's bone
Leave it alone .
He put her in a pumpkin shell
And there he kept her very well .
Ducks were in their pool .
Button your coats and your hoods
We are going to the woods .
Blue is a color .
The children swam in the lake.
It is an animal.
There on a log
Sat a green frog .
We sant to see it
So where should we sit ?
What makes the lamb love Mary so?
The eager children cry.
Oh, Mary loves the lamb, you know
The teacher did reply.
It is an animal.
The owl is the wisest of all the animals.
In the summer we never go skating.
Brush your teeth before you go to bed.
She has rosy cheeks because she eats vegetables.
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hungry
where
nap
sleepy
Unit VI
head
branches
grow
knew
off
Unit VII a
overcoat
ready
always
seat
against
smiled
smile
taking
coasting
Unit VII b
front
faster
laughing
turn
lean
bottom
hope
safe
sound
Unit VIII
face
enough
few
ticket
would
Just before dinner he felt hungry .
Do you know where to find it?
It means a short rest.
At night she felt very sleepy .
It is part of your body.
They are parts of trees.
If you eat good food you will grow
She said all the poems she knew .
He jumped off the hay wagon.
It is a warm piece of clothing.
When the bell rings we should all be ready .
Easter is always in the spring.
I will sit in my own seat .
The farmer put the ladder against the tree.
They watched the monkey and smiled .
Happy people have a smile on their faces.
They were taking the books to the library.
We listened to him boasting
While we were all coasting .
The porch was on the front of the house.
The airplane went faster than the train.
They were laughing at the funny monkey.
Give someone else a turn on the swing.
When you go around the corner lean this way.
Put the clothes in the bottom drawer.
He has some soap
Is what we hope .
The ice is not safe on a warm day.
He heard a queer sound
.
It is part of your head.
Put your hands in this muff
And you'll keep warm enough .
Annabel knew
She had a few .
I want to buy a ticket to the circus.
To fly a kite is what I would like to do.
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Oral Reading Test for Primer
Betsy and Jack lived in the city . They played with
many toys. Jack liked his ball best of all , but Betsy
liked her doll .
Jack had a little dog. One day Jack could not find
his pet. He went looking for him next door , but he _was
not there . He called again and again. He started down
the street. Then he heard a gay tune. He saw the
man playing his organ. A little monkey danced round and
round. How funny he looked I Something said,
"Hello
,
hello".
Jack stopped to see who said that word. It was a parro t
that could talk. Jack laughed and laughed.
Then he heard something say, "Bow-wow, Bow-wow". He
came to a hole by a garden . There was his little dog.
Jack jumped into the hole and gave him a big hug
.
tt
I will help you get out", said Jack.
Now Jack was very happy.
One morning Betsy looked out at the rain . She wanted
to walk in every puddle . She went down to eat breakfast .
Her mother said, "I have a surprise . We are going to see
some animals ?
Alice said, " Please may I put on my new coat?"
"No
,
you must put on the old brown coat? said her mother.
They went for a ride
.
Then they came to a big
barnyard
.
Betsy said, "Oh, see the sun is shining now
.
Look at the pretty bird . I wish I could see it fly to
hi s nest V
A man came and said, "Little gin
1
,
come see the
animals in the barnyard?
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Away went Betsy with the man. "Oh, see the pig > she said.
"There is a hen. Look at the rooster 1 What is in this
box ?"
"Look behind the boxi' said the man.
"A rabbit , a white rabbit',' laughed Betsy. She fed him.
He ate and ate. Then he started to hop away.
"The rabbit did not stay with me, but I like him just
the same ',' said Betsy.
A little duck said, "Quack, quack 1' Betsy wanted to give
him something, so she fed the duck.
"I will open the gate ? said the man. "And you may see
my cow
Then Betsy saw a goat . The goat could run .
"I will call my pony 1,' said the man.
"I am not afraid of the pony. He will not snap at me.
May
She
I ride him?
had a good
" said
ride
.
Betsy.
Night came and Betsy went home
with her mother
.
She talked and talked of the animals
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Oral Reading Test
Units I - IV of First Reader
Paul and Pauline were twins and looked ji3 much alike
as a boy and girl could look. One summer Paul and Pauline
went to see their grandmother and grandfather in the country,
Grandfather was a jolly man and Grandmother was a lovely
lady. Their farm was far from everything .
Grandfather sat near the barn thinking about the twins
.
"I can hear a car " thought Grandfather. "Paul and Pauline
will be here soon "
When they came Grandfather and Grandmother took them
right in their arms . Everyone talked and talked.
Father said, "I have to go back to work tomorrow ,
but the twins may stay until autumn . Someday soon Mother
and I will come and take you on a picnic l'
Early the next day the twins went to the river to
fish. Paul got ten fish. and Pauline got five fish.
"I will carry themy said Paul
.
"You are a good fisherman y said Pauline
.
One fish fell out on the road
,
another fish fell too.
and then one more went on the ground
.
Soon Paul said, "I am going to count them'.'
"Oh, oh! " he cried. "The basket is broken"
"But we still have twelve fish;' said Pauline . "Grandfather
is a good mender. He will mend the basket. Next time
we will bring him all the fish we catch 7
One day Grandmother made a big cake
.
"Why did you make it?" asked Pauline
.
"Your Father and Mother will be here soon to go on a
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picnic J said Grandmother.
"Oh, goodi' said Pauline. "it looks like the cake we had
at the birthday party when we were six year s old. But
there are no candles"
Someone called. "Hello
,
everyone
"
. It was Father
They took the cake
,
milk. and other good things to eat.
Everyone walked over the hill. They got water at the spring.
They sat down to eat on the ground near the pretty flowers
and leaves . There were no chair s _or tables . If you will
not move I will take your picture ” said Father. Everyone
had fun at the picnic.
Once Grandfather said, "Today I am going into town
to sell my apple s and pears. I have picked them from
every tree"
Paul and Pauline went with Grandfather and the men
in the truck . It was a long ride and the twins sang.
Grandfather said, "At the top of the next hill we will
stop for gas
The men took the things to sell, and Grandfather took
some money into the bank. He gave Paul and Pauline some
pennies for ice-cream. "We will cross the street and I
will show you that store said Grandfather. "You may get
any toy you want" Pauline chose a little doll's bed and
Paul picked out a toy wagon.
"I liked playing with sled s in the snow in winter ”
said Paul, "But we have had more fun this summer "
"Thank-you, thank-you, Grandfather',' said the twins.
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Oral Reading Test
Units V - VIII of First Reader
One beautiful autumn morning the farmer whistled to
his dog, and said, "We are going out looking for rabbits
He started to Dull on his old overcoat and put a little
bundle inside his Docket. Then his dog followed him into
the woods
.
He looked up in the sky and saw some wild geese
coming from the north . They flew south , because it would
be warm there
,
The farmer came to a pool where a turtle was taking
a nap. The turtle rolled off the bank and qwam to the
bottom of the dooI. A fat frog started to climb upon
the bank
.
The farmer thought
,
"He was once a little egg
And he has been a tadpole with a tail before his legs
grew . Now he is the biggest and the wisest bullfrog’.'
Then something happened ! Out of the woods came a
deer with antlers on his head . The farmer was delighted ,
he made a little sound and the poor deer ran fast
his four legs. "I hope a baby deer will come he
thought. "I know I may never see him because he always
has enough spots on his back . They make him the same
color as the sun on the branches. That is one of the
ways he makes himself pafe and no one can harm him'.'
They walked and walked. His dog ran faster in front
of him. At first the farmer did not care . then he started
to follow after him. He knew there really must be a
rabbit near by. Yes, there was one all alone . The farmer
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got him and smiled at his dog.
"I may grow hungry 7 thought the farmer. "I am ready
to eat, so I will sit hero and lean against this tree.
He ate what was in his bundle. "Now it is your turn .
Puppy" he said in a laughing voice . The dog ate from
the farmer's hand and then went to sleep . "I am sleepy
too", thought the farmer. They went to sleep together.
Soon a church bell rang and the farmer jumped up.
"It is Sunday and people are going to church" thought
the farmer. "It will be bad for us if we are not in
a seat on time. My wife and I like to be there to sing
7
With a smile on his face he started home with his dog.
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Jerry can play with toys.
see
Do you like to jump r;
tall
Then
This he saw the Dig train.
One
The airplane can fly.
name
new
She had a may cap.
ride
. come
He had a new coat.
then
Alice and Mother something.
’
i'i al ked
Jerry said, ,! PIease may I go'M .
Here
want
laughed

' lo ok
Mother and Father win ho,
-re
Zb
1 came
3o
The Jerry
She
and Father went on
To
But Jerry wants the airplane „
Big
I can not
find
went my
ran
ki ttens
.
He looked
big
in the 1 box
new
He is my
got
did.
dog
will
The coat was too little
so
hole
He looked down in a big but
find
Please will
new
you get the ball?
may
He can not get
out
name
was
train
.

• will
He fly come hone.
> f ind
to
The puppy can get out of the
find
Alice is so home.
happy
He went in the
puddle
walked
puppy-
1 can see the
new
rai n •
ran
I want to
ran
walk in the
-
with
The cap - is too big
of
f in d
for
The little puppy
puddle
jumped
.
happy
out
He junped into the hole,
get
Jerry said at* I vral k so happy
.
am
-Tc
hole
.
/

f.
city
I am going to the coat.
c cu iie
Then
Who will get the hall ?
Want
stopped
The big train laughed,
please
Jerry saw a little
good
girl
.
going
That *
W h o 1 s cay new ball.
Then / J v
She
that
could play ball.
came
T atIt was all
too
he could say.
say
could see, ,f iVfe w
f ind
The ki tten

now
He is going that.
v could |
pretty
This is a good surprise.
walked
away
Jerry is going and.
rain
looked
•Mother called Alice and Jerry,
into
The
s
They walked and walked.
But
for
This is will new coat,
her
going
He was playing with a toy boat,
please
-
• pony
I hey could see a brown find.

*.
Alice and Jerry
could
like animals.
hex
get
He looked at the 'a* ay.
goat
.
‘the goat wac: in
"barnyard
the stopped. -
surprise
S 3
.y
re' goat can eat caps
.
now
<
Alice likes to play with her
She will get th
look
e cap coat,
old
Alice jumped up
l
\
started
and saw
may
are
You am
r going to
see
the store.
doll
a C S .
did
to go
.
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She looked
ride
at the duck
.
away
Alice and Jerry can talk.
now
The
ate.
au/ap the Cap
-
^ ride
/
Jerry stix i.
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I
am
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I like to see that bird fly.
but
started
He saw a laughed in the horny; rd.
rooster
talk
V ill you v'alJr just * like that?
jumped
stopped
Here is 8 pretty rabbit
rallied
lived
The rooster wish
playinr
in the barnyard#
into
The little bird lived in a just
nest
co
Alice rent to see Toy one day
' her
talk
Tne rabbit sulci r, I can ily
lop
s tor ted
he looke d p.t a VI y £ar*V n
talk
into
1 rill not stay In th^ 'house,
her
v/hitc
lie sar a lived rabbit
ec.t

just
They played all morning,
garden
lived
Jerry ran to the ate
gale
very
He was a talk little rabbit,
j
want
i
Alice and Jerry like* to vary
j
• run
an
This is how they talk,
to
wanted
Sht stay a neve doll,
bird
!
I
in
The ball 5lO his
how
toy*
They will o *tay s
'night
11 his
wish
He will eat his
something
breakfast
played
Oh, seo the
pig
very
old
«
The gate is not
wont
stay
open
I
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open
He wanted to see the big hen
are
night
He saw a duck come can
by
They looked at the
here
big cow
by
Y.l 11 you come
again
we
very
sj"0.O iCv.
•
lived in the
again
next house
by
y?t.
But
We had a dug and a puppy
By

nust
Animals how eat.
• open
He could not say a
garden
night.
word
funny
They saw a very gate train.
must
wanted
Father gave Jerry a white rabbit,
run
same
j.ney like her just the word
city
She gave Mother a
her
big hug
talk
.'
looked
Alice- liked her dollo
open
\
door
Will you open the very
funny
Mother gave the dog
again
to pig
him
many
Thoy saw night animals in the barnyard*
next
They
t>ack said, r Hello, Alice and Jerry ”•
Same
looking
•jerry wso playing for hie cap*
gave
again
They had a gide ball
round
gave
The birds are not afraid of you.
liked
good
Alice will had two toys away,
give
fed
They run the animals
.
> door
.*
j
How
Ho, I can not get the ball.
We
There
The is a brown cow.
How

V ic>
It V/o-
A03ht
twOj.SU.i.if.': OiJlfcl iAJUibtSo
looking
parrot
The big green birrZ was a played
stay-
nest
The dog did not snap at Jerry.
many
some
He gave give breakfast to - the bird,
snay
He walked up and down the
same
just
street
his
The Vg dog is Jerry e s pet
fed
best
Vice liked the birds door of all*
very
every
They played with afraid toy in the louse.
funny
IIow do you
come
call
had
the dog?
I will
help
call
here
him get out of the hole.
must
ne best the bird in the nest.
put -
same
Alice talked
street
with Mother and Father.

blue
The' man played the organ
many
monkey
The man had a little open
every
'there
She can play a pretty wish
i/me
sun
The fed is out new.
snap
minted
The sun is shining on the house,
street
call
The man played a day tune
.
6*7
danced
The monkey tune down the atFeet,
help
soma
V7e heard the parrot talk,
word

c? and
go
r
?y lived by the
saw
-ii
everyone
He sa’f'a big started boat.
seagoing
wishing
Mother was want fOi j a blue boat.
open
wish
He was not very well.
sea
' everyone
He gave some to wishing •
well"
were
J erry can walk the
, boat «
sail
• v will /
J erry did work for the new toy.
sai 1
feet
r lease do not jump on r;
;
1
- *
te
- wishing
;
I had someone to play vfi
morning
He. jumped in the nuddle and got
Sail
work

?a.rcLlle-l Pr/wer b.
93
morning
They looker: at everything in the store.
v;i shing
ii3.t
:r„Ct i:s a new wot
hist
The kitten looked at the
v.'crk
r:ous 3
stopped
o *.g
Father wants to sea in th© garden.
were
work
I see a duck in the pond
had
feet
They fed the turtles
again
»gra
lie looked in the hole and saw seme dig
next
pend
Jack and Jerry like to go mouse
fishing
fish
Jerry got a very big dig
were
snev;
They like to play in the dig
could
>
.
sail
Alice heard some bells
eggs
.'
*
.
\
I* :>
>
wishing
-tuack-quacK was a fisher n.n
everyone
grandmother
He went to see his everything
many
name
The rooster lived on a city
f &r n
forn
Father took Jerry to the pond,
help
river
The ducks went to tne catch
round
gave
I want to get some river
fish
liked
Jerry went right into the water,
talk
fish
The ducks went into the some
water
this
Vother laughed when she sa? the duck.
funny
catch
Jack will river seme fish.
'
Reader
Uirut la..
?¥
/
__
came

nuack-quack *fent to the pet best
sho*
catch
ihe pet she* is tomorrow
turtles
right
5he took a basket to the store.
every
ribbon
The best pet got a blue shon
f ed
same
Alice chose a doll and a boat.
\
again
put
Jerry Till fish his boat to the river
carry
right
Jack fed your pet.
shoff
The dog is not afraid
\
took
of the boy.
chose
Turning
_>Yhen everyone talked to the river,
tomorrov
far
The farm is not ?rhen a* ay
.

f ish hC Tift .
your
Ae rciii ^ bring the
took
He iao not hapoy and he
gone
Soon everyone talked hone.
This
tine
said "Oh
This farm he -.Tent
carry
"He is the best
Thank
Jerry said. "This
Shose
They called hi.n
-
There *a3 a river
They sat a good
o
The man could
H« ! *.'3 the hes
to the city.
* aaVUVU rv
one", they cried.
started
/
you"/
But
•The Toy Mender".
Monkey
near
#
new the house,
time
playing
picture
carry
mend
thank the toys,
must
right
•
- net in the town.
took
farm
dear
show

&*.»
;il curry t**o bucket ft8 It la
to
» *0 wV*
-C v. ill snake -he boat c'0o
none’
at
The ;C'ish was as big to the basket o
acw
basket'
He util mend the broken toys*
when
cried
Billy fish into the water,
fell
arms
She took the doll in her aooric
farm
town
Jerry will take the duck to the river,
near
cat
Peter show down near Father,
put
old
All at once he jumped up o
chose
tomorrow
They saw some pretty flowers
heard
right
Peter will ro to ohe farm someda
started
mend
lie organ man played a tune once near
more

She
picture
asked how she* couldbring help
.
much
ont-. nad kco more to
arms
carry.
want
Anther *\>nt. to work every day.,
river
^ askedT’aey conic. onne a gay little tunchear
He mi
oroken
;o yo>r,a Picture !• the basket-
petirs
make
iney gave some none?
ucn
to the monkey
<
rm., . tOV.Tl
man started the truck
hear
r wish T had some new this?
3
make
Father will work to ai'" .reel more mono’-
earn
The kiotena ran op the troe^
take
whenI want to ride in the wargon
pears
SI i-
He Bill catch fish to soon
broken
—V
N
o
.
dxIX
xhe fish W8s in fchs duck’s take
them
ni Pui>py
° 6
®nd!l UP th0 Broken toy.
Alice and wereJerry earn
work
at the
x will Give you a *£*
asked
Billy talked to the
like
/
Be did not take lit7RiC mop j*v
«
any x
He win e&tohhel? y°« err-JS the • st
WC'JQ
You may show it flo^rs1
- co someone
picked
Peter nlayed ft them
- J " w,th auoh all ds,.r
ones
The man wm £hij?SaW11] t0T® the oeers
count *
on-ws, ^ thank
•fb©y ate f;jjtwenty pears,
c ross
You may have the SSS
pennies
He PUt the
—ey in the ?£*
bank

mend -
They were moving to a new house,
them
«
lie took
bed
the farm ' into the hous e
.
bill
any
They will go to bed sell
early
men
Jack and Billy wont fishing with
,
the bank
count
to
Grandmother will be here today
if
foil
They picked the p/ars thank the tree.
fi^om
chose
,
They all sat down on the earl?/
chairs
penny
The moving men took out all tie tables
twenty
The store r / i was very
jolly
moving
jump
from
X want 4 o near the chairs and tables ,
move

tree
Bobby and Billy are twins
moye
The twins have the same
tomorrow
birthday
broken
They went to a birthday
party
early
tables
Bobby and Billy looked just-
things
early
alike
five
I can count fell chairs
party
truck
They are five chairs old.
years
when
Billy played with the wagon boys
.
other
until
You may have it from tomorrow.
alike
make
It was a good birthday cake
count
twins
They picked some from flowers-.
lovely
ten
He is the years old.
lady

27TJ=
candles
There were some carry on
bank
ethor
‘mo2
—
ate —cake
—
£-.ndr -ioo -owcam
Alice and Jerry had
sell
c.r.i sd
fun
He was the best deg in the
asked
I want another party*
chairs
Ilor birthday is
today
tree
penny
sin
Here are ams pennies,
bon
I want to go fishing in the
alike
The bird had a six bill.
long
„
time
The farm is in the country
carry
the cake.
cross
world
were
until
fun.
summer
Grandfather
Someday
Summer
v/as in the country
.v
'
»
ML a
,, , .
milk
(ii andfa wher will jolly the cow.
world
O .
She iibjd bltU fot f e“S|?fd>le '
years
i l
lovely^ went en a pears. in tha country,
picnic
sa
- aoy.i on the another
g4?Gtmd
picked
V/hen autumn cams they 5/ent home,
country
make
The autumn look a^e aw^ttv
j leaves
" 31
help
it behind the doav»,
them
bedI will put the can-died on. tor oi
ten
the
c-u onceShe put candles all long the cake.
over
He
: put the farm animals In the meJ
"
‘
t
.
.
K*
i.
•’‘X J
- v
k\ milk
T+. ,,, untilwill snow in the winter time.
hide
cake
»

/&¥
/// </.
lovely
She put the candles on their cake.
.
/
. things
long
Hobby looked at the new red sleds
over.
hill
Peter and Jack walked up the hide
six
their
They went over a big years
bump
picnic
You can make a garden in the bump time.
spring
sang
The birds more in the trees,
snow
were
Mother made a lovely cake.
e‘arly
today
lie can count twelve birds.
leaves
still
The snow is store on the hill.
alike
*•
'
-
'
t
wcar
_
1 vraj.it a rid*? In the six
top
someday
She was thinking about the party,
country
again
They were thinking about * ride to the
spring
Why
.
"We not go to the city ? ,r said Mother,
lie
y
any
I will take the make ’ to Grandmother.
apples
or
Gho did not see any houses to barns.
be
about
Grandfather walked down the ride
road
move
He thought about the old car.
autumn
Grandmother wanted someone to
why
3top
other
Father will get
gas
some hill for
' about
the car.
country.
-'
. 0 i < o it fail I
until
3 tiiifi thV, j: o w.f.
H&sy
There ara many ways to the e'
wild
birthday
It thinking In the country,
happened
himself
The .house was happened vih.lte *
painted
.
gee as
They, saw hide In the barn;?and
upon
road
The man waa very fat
cap
blaseif
He wanted it for happened
follow
Ways
Poor Little Puppy waa afraid.
Stop
is
baby
puppy a geese dog.
barn
move
rabbit is a upon animal
*
wild
e
«
Tb
farmer
The himself lived on the farm,
thought
ground
Eobby and BI3 ly were happened
delighted
from
They went ' to the first house.
foil QW
follov?
He will geeae the rod ear.
tv,7s Xvo
parade
They followed the first car.
himself
parade
"I want to goo the about s;
,
said hilly.
painted
painted
He saw a wild in the barnyard,
turkey
poor
The farmer’s wife walked down the road.
ways
their
Jerry did not why about the farm.
care
colder
It will get follow
sang
in .wintar time
cl
Tc.
ways
It is hoar In summer time*
warm
i
They saw
turkey
something coming
care
dovn the road.
baak
It is spring and birds are coming atop
wife
colder
The geoae farmer at everyone*
hi seed
sleep
Night carae and he went to sang
care
X
The farmer looked up at the thus
first
aky
fat
sleep
The ducks went to the South for the winter*
back

so?
Stvlp
cjnilifi to she coldun to oiay.
!Ia.?fch
x«/
US
The ducks followed la to bh« barn.
we
wild
The birde back over the bluo barn,
flew
The farmer was
earn
alone
any
In the barnyard
«
He did not look
well
sky
flw
fhoy walked into
warn
1/4 -.6 UsK
pool
V/OCKio
The birds flow over the s?.ch«p
abcmci
It was painted a love
I
t
fu
wall
color
long
Pish Jioocaswam
sleds
in the pool a
He saw a
flew
turtle
in th0 P°01 '

'1 do not know"
top '*
said Mr, Green 9
sleep
I flew do not know*
really
cold
In, the north' it is back
pool
know
lie is not a bad boy.
cc.re
been
They had bad
col or
to the country.
eat
The va.c in tli® neirt.
sky
.
followed
•
“hoy looked si; the really
tadpole
sit
A 'bird has two leas
well )
(
<
rf
SWH1S
The kitten had a big lot
tail
gn>.v;
The baby ducky woods big.
frog
hissed
The bullfrog sat on the bunk,
himself
follow
He wao the woods frog in the pool,
wisest
north
It is never cold in -she south,
tall
before
Winter comes basket spring.
paraae
candies
They sang because they were happy,
lovely
never
The birds arere very south
hungry
where
I do not know wisest to go.
wfa ter
sky
Alice wanted to take a little naj;
legs
woods
At night he grew very where
aleopy

*
7«
tack
The deer ran into the gr~*Mh woods
.
bunp
spots
Little Deer did not like his al ..no
«*»*»
1 .i. n w
delighted
It was a tadpole flower garden.,
bs&utiful
cold
The dog will net near y on ,
harm
The big deer had big
antlore
really
hungry
Jerry saw the
sleep
head
never
of a do
tranches
.e saw tn« nest in the before
bocause
grow
They will spots very big,
earn
harm
Jerry knew about the turtle in the
nap
sit
Jerry Jumped stop the wagon.
off*
because
He was the biggest animal in the
branches
pool
,
woods
.
6 I t
C
1
\
hungry
He where a gay little tune,
whistled
for
Jack ran as fast as he could,
head
harm
She put out her knew
hand
spots
The ball is in his biggest
pocket
first
He will pull it out of his pocket,
much
whistled
They walked to the house tadpole
together
happened
Tomorrow it will be branches
Sunday
sleepy
•Bobby and Billy walked to painted
church
bell
We heard the church fast
been
r\
another
Father took his overcoat
followed
grow
• e are ready to r;o home,
hand
always
Father fast had
any
something for Jack.
This is Jerry r s
seat
sell
had
, u
pocket
no jju t it against the tree,
colder
because
everyone in the church sleepy
smiled
church
Everyone will smile at the funny puppy,
spots
always '
They were taking their sleds to the hill
tail
£
iJring
They were color down the hill*
coasting
Father will
ready
carry the big before
bundle
i
.ihe put on her
->•
ifdttc r. t>
cap and against
Boat.
P77" a.
very
He hoard a little voice say, '‘Hello' 1 .
hell
inside
They walked pull the church,
emiled
ready
The puppy rolled over and over.
Inside
after
Bothy ran always .Lilly
been
pocket
They saw many bundle in the city
.
people
taking
They like to smile the big tree.
climb
four
A dor has head legs
.
ten
fast
I like po p.it in the front seat
grow
i
faster
The train went never
against
earn f
All of the people were laughing
bundle

rolled
ohe will take her turn
taking
harm
They will lees • this way on
lean
bottom
He went to the biggest of the
picked
hope
I front the surprise is a red
more
seat
They were eafe
swam
-
smile
Down they came, safe and climb
sound
the sled.
hill.
sled.
\
w '
yy/7
srallo
jhe heard the birds sine
hope
off
They stopped playing when the bell after
rang
laughing
3he wanted a brown nightingale
beautiful
letter
He had a lone for .Mice
people
her
Hr o Carl has many pretty birds
nap
-fast
Alice's doll had a pretty sing
face
enough
Jerry has bottom toys
count
-
voice
Jack has Just a lean pockets
few
together
I want a ticket on the train.,
alone
would
Jerry where like to go on a train,
enough
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